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1st Annual Symposium: Good Beginning is Half Done!
R A M E S H K R IS H N A M U R T H Y | W I L D L IF E IN S T I T U T E O F I N D I A
Indian Regional Association for Landscape Ecology (IRALE) organized its first annual symposium successfully from
3rd to 5th October 2021 in virtual mode on the theme “Landscape Health and Resilience”. The symposium registered
the presence and inputs of many distinguished personalities of national and international repute and participation
by diverse presenters and attendees. Through such symposium, IRALE strives to advance sustainable development
of nature and quality of life of people through “landscape/seascape/riverscape approach” and addressing the
importance of shared vision and participation of different stakeholders including the local communities.
On day 1, (03/10/2021), In his opening remarks, Dr. Dhananjai Mohan (Director, Wildlife Institute of India) highlighted
that the first major difficulty to landscape approach is delineating the boundary of the landscape and then how to
address it within forest management plans. The keynote speaker of the first session Dr. Rajesh Gopal (Secretary
General, Global Tiger Forum) highlighted the need for a master plan and securing stakeholder cooperation for
landscape conservation and emphasized to understand landscape as three entities i.e., urban, semi-urban, and
forest and identifying their uniqueness to provide tailored solutions. Subsequently, the panelists had a very
informative discussion and shared their experiences in the field of conservation. Among them, Dr. Savita (Himachal
Pradesh Forest Department) laid emphasis on resource mapping and bringing synergy between different
government departments to achieve landscape level goals. Mr. P.K. Kesavan (Kerala Forest Department) highlighted
the learnings from several great efforts of conservation. Dr. Annapurna Vancheswaran (The Nature ConservancyIndia) brought her learning from her work dealing with the challenges of increasing the dependence of India on
renewable energy manifold and stated that we need to explore and design tools and models to implement
strategies at landscape level. Dr. V.K. Melkani (Tamil Nadu Forest Department) and Dr. Ruchi Badola (Wildlife
Institute of India) both highlighted the unique challenges of ‘Seascape’ and ‘Riverscape’ and highlighted
identification and capacity building of stakeholders, especially the local communities is important for landscape
conservation.
There were a series of technical sessions focusing on various themes and included keynote lecture by several
leading landscape ecologists/professionals from India and abroad and presentations by young professionals. The
keynote speaker included Dr. B.R. Ramesh (French Institute of Pondicherry) on landscape characterization, Dr.
Madhu Verma (World Resources Institute) on ecosystem evaluation, Dr. Christine Fürst (Martin Luther University,
Germany) on transdisciplinary issues, Dr. Robert Scheller (North Carolina State University, USA) on landscape
science for climate change, Dr. Sarah Gergel (University of British Columbia, Canada) on landscape and nutrition
linkages, Dr. Samuel Cushman (US Forest Service, USA) on connectivity conservation, Dr. Nirmala Nair (Ekjut, a
prominent NGO working with tribal communities) on quality of life, Dr. George Lueddeke (One Health Initiative,
United Kingdom) on One Health, Dr. Felix Kienast (Swiss Federal Research Institute) on urbanscape and rewilding,
Dr. Suhel Quader (Nature Conservation Foundation) on landscape ecology and citizen science and Dr. Ruth DeFries
(Columbia University, USA) on the challenges and opportunities. In addition to these keynote lectures, over 30
presentations by talented young professionals featured in the three-days symposium.
The final day (05/10/2021) had two more technical sessions with keynote address by Dr. Raman Sukumar (Indian
Institute of Science) on elephant corridor, Dr. BMS Rathore (ICIMOD/Retd PCCF Madhya Pradesh) on processes for
landscape management, Dr. Nisha Mendiratta (Department of Science and Technology) on DST climate program,
and Dr. Harini Nagendra (Azim Premji University) on changes in India's 10 large cities. The closing session which
featured mix of experienced and young professionals such as Dr. Felix Kienast (Swiss Federal Research Institute),
Dr. Sejal Worah (WWF-India), Dr. Ruchi Pant (UNDP-India), Dr. Jagdish Krishnaswamy (Indian Institute for Human
Settlements/ATREE), Dr. Divya Vasudev (Conservation Initiatives), Dr. JD Pati (Odisha Forest Department), Dr.
Anupam Joshi (The World Bank) and Dr. Ruth DeFries (Columbia University) discussed the narratives and impressed
upon the gaps and way forward with practical suggestions. There was clear suggestion for Indian model of
landscape science and management. Concluding remarks was delivered by Dr. S.P. Yadav, Additional Director
General of Forests/Member Secretary, National Tiger Conservation Authority, who emphasized on 'going beyond'
and to engage other stakeholders for taking the agenda forward meaningfully. Dr. Anil Bhardwaj summarized the
symposium with key take away and highlighted the specific areas of future endeavors for IRALE. Overall, it was an
enriching and encouraging three days, generating interest and knowledge base towards successfully achieving the
goals of nature conservation and societal development, a true integrated approach to nation building. The
symposium demonstrated a successful teamwork with credit to Chairs and Co-chairs of various committees and
several others who played key role in organizing the symposium. The proceedings of the symposium and edited
recordings of the sessions would be available soon on the website of IRALE. In the next issue of PANORAMA, we
shall also share details on each of the sessions and lessons from the symposium!
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Terai Arc Landscape
RAJESH GOPAL, MOHNISH KAPOOR AND RIDHIMA SOLANKI

GLOBAL TIGER FORUM
The “Terai” is a vernacular for low land regions of Northern India and Southern Nepal.
This occurs along south of outer Himalayan foothills, Shivaliks, and further to the north
of the Indo-Gangetic plain. The most noteworthy attribute of the terai tract is its high
water table and abundance of tall grasslands interspersed with Sal forests, clayey
swamps, and open meadows. The edaphic factors result in good cropland leading to vast
expanse of human-dominated areas.
The locality factors, availability of food, water, shelter, and riverine linkages result in a
good relative abundance of wild animals – especially the big cats like tiger and leopard.
Human-wildlife interface issues are overarching in the area, warranting year-around vigil,
proactive measures, and rapid response actions.
The terai landscape is undergoing rapid transformation owing to varied landuses,
dominated by large-scale cultivation of cash crops like the sugarcane. Thus, most of the
Terai region is facing severe anthropogenic pressures with agriculture and homesteads,
replacing the rich natural vegetation of the past.
Anthropogenic transformations induced in the landscape have not only resulted in
extended induced habitats, but have also fostered edges of varied nature which lure
edge dwelling wild animals and domesticates.
The Terai Arc Landscape (TAL) is spread across an area of approximately 49,500 sq km
in India and Nepal, which extends from the Bagmati river in the East to the Yamuna river
in the West, with almost 13 protected areas within the stretch, encompassing several
high density tiger/wildlife source areas. In India, TAL covers almost 30,000 sq km. across
the states of Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, and Bihar. The Protected Area linkages have
resulted in a high turnover of tiger and leopard in the region, which has no global parallel.
Securing biodiversity and in-situ conservation of big cats and other wild fauna is crucial
in the terai landscape, since it harbours a great gene pool with gene porosity spread
across national and transnational areas which hold promise. This also makes the area
prone to targeted killings, especially poaching. The human-domination in the terai region
and the relative abundance of big cats, and gregarious wild ungulates warrant a
centrifugal approach from source areas.
Thus, a case in point is the fabled Pilibhit area. The highlights of its landscape may be
summed up as below:
a) The tiger habitat in TAL is highly fragmented and in Pilibhit, it is confined to a
narrow patch of forests majorly along the foothills and international borders
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b) Floodplain belt has been 'reclaimed' for agriculture, thereby depriving the wild fauna
of a major habitat type that used to facilitate local dispersal. The said reclamation is not a
recent happening but has been ongoing since the historical past. The alterations of land
parcels are in varied stages, analogous to a succession of sorts (though the
transformation has been much rapid as against natural evolutionary cycles which takes
millions of years). Even restored areas have reverted to the earlier land use of cash
cropping, warranting re-restoration.
c) Confinement of the tiger habitat to the narrow strip of forest tract has resulted in
forced lateral movement of tigers along this tract, where a large number of human
settlements have come up. This narrow belt has further been fragmented by linear
developments such as density-scale sugarcane production plots, plantations, railway
lines, highways, and water canals
d) Obstruction of the natural and corridor connectivity of tigers has resulted in
increased man-tiger conflict as tigers often end up entering human habitations and
finding refuge in alternative habitats in the form of sugarcane patches
The Terai, like any other transforming wildlife rich landscape with people, warrants an
“inclusive” co-occurrence agenda with all stakeholders who operate in landscape of
source areas. The “scale” is important. The efforts to secure and safeguard biodiversity or
wild fauna in the region will succeed only if the key operators who own and use the
landscape are involved gainfully in the process. This calls for an “engagement”. Such an
engagement needs to extend to all – the varied stakeholders comprising of Government
agencies and non-Government operators, business groups, and ofcourse the local people.
The immediate interface dwellers are the local people, and their gains are fundamental to
the three pillars of sustainable development, viz. social, economic, and environmental.
They need to gain within a portfolio of reciprocity from Government agencies from nonGovernmental operators. Thus, the viability of wildlife source areas depends on sinking the
dynamics of people with that of the ecological processes. The stressors in the terai are
largely anthropogenic. The remediation of filtration of such stressors also calls for special
actions which may appear anthropocentric. Nevertheless, the varied engagements,
ensuring participation of all key players in a landscape with gainful portfolios for
complementary actions is the need of the hour, constituting the “landscape approach”.
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There is a need for convergence of ongoing initiatives of various departments in
respective states, and other stakeholders to factor in concerns of big cats, and
biodiversity, since the latter may not be the goal among such sectors/stakeholders. There
are several players in a landscape whose actions contribute to its ongoing transformation.
Since such transformations alter the landscape, there is a need for all ongoing schemes/
schemes/special projects of the Government sectors and various non-Governmental
agencies/business groups and local people to incorporate safeguarding actions
(retrofitting/mitigatory/compensatory/ameliorative/new) in their actions. Such an
incorporation amounts to “convergence”, requiring an administrative mechanism drawn
from the existing Governance system for periodic monitoring towards ensuring
compliance to reciprocal commitments and progress based on indicators.
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The cardinal elements of the proposed landscape level planning and strategy for
wildlife conservation in TAL include:
defining the scale and delineating boundary of the landscape in the context of wild
cat in-situ conservation
identifying prevailing landuses, and drivers of change in preparing a landuse plan
for the landscape
appraisal of natural resource dependency vis-à-vis various stakeholders including
Government departments
factoring concerns of biodiversity, including wild cats amongst various sectors on
mutually gainful quid pro quo basis
status and occurrence of wild cat species, and their habitats within the landscape
niche separation
appraisal of in-situ conservation efforts in vogue and threat analysis
evolving a livelihood portfolio for fostering community stewardship
human-big cat/wildlife interface scenario, conflicts, possible mitigations –
preventive and control actions
smart green infrastructure: mitigations/retrofittings
local, state, national and transnational actions: Government of India, State, and
partners
putting in place a monitoring mechanism from the existing administrative
apparatus along with indicators, vis-à-vis annual plan of operations and sectoral
commitments (convened at the district(s) level for necessary implementation
evolving an atlas of endangered biodiversity, with an indicative action plan for their
conservation
ensuring the approach is backed by an available policy instrument for executing the
action portfolio, such as in Uttar Pradesh, where the State Government has
declared Human Wildlife Conflict under the “disaster” category, so that the disaster
relief fund can complement HWC efforts like timely payment of compensation,
among others
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This may appear quite distinct from landscape approaches practiced elsewhere,
especially where land parcels are prioritized giving primacy to habitat requirements of
focal species. However, in the Indian context, especially the terai, the landscape
approach becomes a version of engaging with stakeholders at a landscape scale to
arrest biodiversity loss, while actively addressing the interface.
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In Focus: Gangetic Plains
AMRITA NEELAKANTAN | NETWORK FOR CONSERVING CENTRAL INDIA
Introduction: The Gangetic plains are the largest unit of lands forming the great
plain of India. The holy river Ganga (or the Ganges river) is the main water
feature after which the biogeographic region is named. The area is divided in
many ways for greater understanding. Into three zones as the upper plains of
the Ganga; middle plains of the Ganga and lower plains of the Ganga. Together
they form one of the most fertile places on the planet with a length of 2400 kms
and a width of 240 – 320 kms. The main forest in the region are of dominant
trees like teak, sal, shisham, mahua and khair. The plains can also be divided
into sometimes distinct and sometimes melting into one-another drainage
basins of the Ganga and Brahmaputra rivers. The divide between basins
becomes difficult in the lower reaches moving east. Rainfall too increases as we
move from west to east in the region.

If conservation of
natural resources
goes wrong, nothing
will go right.
- MS Swaminathan

A thin strip between the Himalayan foothills and the more plain areas are
characterized by the Bhabar – a porous ground consisting of boulders and
pebbles deposited by the mighty rivers from the mountains. These areas are
typically not arable. Below the Bhabar lie the grasslands and agricultural belts
in the Terai and Dooars. The many tributaries of the rivers for ‘doabs’ or tongues
of land between tributaries. New alluvial deposits in lands near rivers also form
khadar that can be subject to flooding.
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Biodiversity: The Gangetic plains have an immense potential for high and
diverse biodiversity in the many habitats formed by the rivers, silt and change in
flora along climatic gradients of temperature and moisture. Tiger, rhino,
elephants are megafauna that remain iconic from the Terai as well as
neighbouring forests. Floral diversity spans distinct habitats like forests,
grasslands and riverine tracts. Wintering and resident birds have been
protected and recognized in many new RAMSAR sites. Iconic protected areas
like the Dudhwa Tiger Reserve are globally known as the last robust spaces for
large endangered mega-fauna to thrive. The rivers themselves form ecosystems
complete with Gharial, crocodiles and the elusive river dolphins.
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People: the Gangetic plains have been human-modified for millennia and this is
globally known with holy cities of the Ganga often visited by pilgrims from hundreds of
years and the agricultural belts from the sedimentation in the river basins
provisioning a food bowl for much of the humanity that lives here. The Ganga for
most of its river journey is wide and sluggish. Despite its importance to all following
Hinduism (religion) in the world its length of 2510 kms is relatively short when
compared to the other great rivers in Asia or the world. It drains around a quarter of
the territory of India. This region has been the cradle of many civilizations including
the Mauryan Empire and the Mughal empire.
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Nature-People Interface: In the future the coexistence of mega-fauna, riverine and
territorial biodiversity and people in the region all hang in the fine balances of
managing natural resources. The main challenges for people and wildlife alike will be
centred on the use of surface and ground water resources in the face of further
exacerbation of current extractive conditions use to climate change. The
unpredictability of monsoon – key for the region’s food belt and wildlife increases with
multiples scenarios as the earth continues to warm up due to our actions. People and
nature will share the same fates in the Gangetic plains.
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News and Views
Read more here

Read more here

Read more here

Read more here

Read more here

A Wildlife SOS vet treats the rescued Egyptian Vulture in Agra.
(Wildlife SOS via IANS)
https://weather.com/en-IN/india/environment/news/2021-0828-rare-egyptian-vulture-rescued-by-wildlife-sos-ngo-in-agra

Read more here

Read more here

Read more here

Read more here

A pair of greater adjutant storks roosting on a tree.
Photo: Mohd Imran Khan

Read more here
Read more here
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https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/wildlife-biodiversity/tag-garuda-bihar-plans-gpstrackers-for-endangered-greater-adjutant-storks-78455
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Opportunities

Competitive call to support for IALE Chapter and Working Groups for 2022
Dear IALE Leaders and Members,
We support your contribution to IALE by funding global collaborations between landscape ecologists. We consider chapter and working group activities to be
key for engaging the IALE community and supporting landscape ecology as an integrative discipline. Therefore, we ask for competitive applications for the
financial support of chapter and working group activities or events.
Budget
• There is no explicit limit for the requested budget but smaller budgets (< EUR 2,500) are more likely to receive full funding.
• The executive committee decided to allocate a budget of EUR 15,000 for support
Criteria
• Chapter must fully pay their IALE dues for the proceeding year (2020) at the time of application.
• Chapter information must be updated on the IALE-World web site: https://www.landscape-ecology.org/regions/list-of-iale-regions.html
• Working Groups must have been active in the past year and their respective web sites fully updated.
• Working Groups must provide a list of active members. More than 50% should be IALE members in good standing.
• Recipients must spend their awards money in the calendar year 2022.
Proposal
• Proposals must include a one-page description of the event or activity (see the list below) and a financial plan that justifies the requested money.
• Proposals for an event or activity must outline how their activity promotes global collaborations.
• Proposals can be submitted until December 15, 2021 to Robert Scheller (rschell@ncsu.edu)
• Executive Committee members review und decide on the proposals until January 15, 2022
• New: We are requesting that proposal target one of four primary categories:
o Student training and travel
o Conference and event support
o Critical communications (e.g., website updates, newsletters, etc.)
o Capacity building: Many chapters need extra support to launch or sustain critical operations.
• Note: Our funding is limited and we cannot support all Chapter and Working Group activities, even if the proposal is sound and deserves full support.
Therefore,
o We cannot fund primary research. The demand for research funding is great and we cannot support the huge diversity of research needs.
o We cannot fund journal fees or other scientific publishing costs.
We are looking forward to your ideas, suggestions and proposals!

DeFries Bajpai Foundation - Call for Small Grants Proposal
Submission date extended to October 22, 2021
The DeFries Bajpai Foundation supports small research grants focused on sustainable development in the Central Highlands of India, as well as a biannual
symposium to convene the Network for Conserving Central India.
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Membership & Working Groups

Members' Page
Member of IRALE and IALE: You can register to become a member of Indian Regional Association for
Landscape Ecology (IRALE) at https://www.irale.org/registration.php and will then automatically become a
member of the International Association of Landscape Ecology (IALE) (https://landscape-ecology.org/).
Being a member of IRALE, one can avail the benefits/opportunities such as newsletters, access to
landscape ecology journal, participation in conferences, resource materials and updates on recent
developments in the science and application of landscape ecology.
Functioning of Working Groups: Several Working Groups (WG) have been formed and IRALE members, during
registration, are required to specify three WGs with preference. The list of members' names against each WG
will be updated on IRALE Website in due course of time. These groups are dynamic, as more members join and
express their interest in different WGs. Based on the first preference for each WG, the members form the core
team. From the core teams, thematic champions and leaders shall drive the agenda and enable both
mentorship and peer-to-peer learning. If interested, members are free to participate and contribute to more
than three WGs.
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